Colonizing the SOL System was doomed from the start. The initial steps leaving Earth, centuries ago, were full of hope. The thrill of exploration and discovery was met with fierce competition between Factions. The former sentiment propelled humans further into the universe, while the latter manifested in wasted resources, war, and destruction. Over three hundred years after the first moon walk, the human race had made it to the edges of the system, and in doing so, had used all the resources needed to sustain life for the next hundred. It was the twilight of everything, save one fissure of possibility... 

With the formation of Luna’s neutral territory in 2158, a central archive of all countries’ and planets’ discoveries of other solar systems had been catalogued. Each had been evaluated for viability for future exploration and potential colonization. There were two, located as vastly apart from each other as they were different in makeup. In the end, it was decided to go with EPSI6X6, or Helios Six, because, while there were less overall planets in the Goldilocks zone, there were more of them, with multiple systems in a cluster. This way, each Faction would have space to move to without concerns for crowding.

But generational travel, in cramped conditions, among ten Factions, led to deep grudges. In the end, some Factions went their separate ways to settle peacefully, but others coveted the same systems, and all set their minds to be the ruling force in this new expanse.
SETUP

See Figure 01
A. Place the Game Board in the center of the table, configuring it based on the number of players (reference “Game Board” on page 10 for details).
B. Place a white tracker disc on the level 1 Round hex.
C. Place a white tracker disc on the level 1 Turn hex.
D. Place the 25 Damage Cards in a pile in a central location.
E. Each player sets up their Mission Control Space:
   1. Players randomly choose a Faction, placing the Faction Card in front of them. **If this is a player’s first play through, it is recommended that they do not play the Faction. Ignore the abilities on the Faction Card this first time playing.**
   2. Players place 10 Colony Cubes of their color to the left of their Faction Card.
   3. Players shuffle the 11 Action Cards of their color and place them face down to the right of their Faction Card. These cards are their Action deck.
   4. Players place their Ruse Card and Recon Card face up above their Faction Card.
   5. Players take the 3 small wooden discs of their color, and place one on the level 1 Technology Advancement Track hex, one on the level 1 Military Strength Track hex, and set one aside for use on the Initiative Track.
   6. Players place their spaceship standee on the wormhole hex located at the center of the Game Board.
F. One player takes a disc of each player’s color, shuffles them, and places them randomly on the Initiative Track. For this first round only, the player whose disc is placed first on the Initiative Track is the First Player.
G. Leave a space next to this central location to add the Compiler Stack, which players will create during the Mission Operations Phase.
OBJECT OF THE GAME

No one on any ship remembers a person alive, who could tell of someone who came from the SOL system. The past is dead and bio-fueled. All anyone thinks about is the burning need to move forward and conquer the system of Helios Six’s planets. To win, you must gain supremacy in the new galaxy. To attain this goal, you will race to colonize more planets than your opponents...without having your colonies and spaceships destroyed.

SEQUENCE OF PLAY

There are five Rounds in a game. Each Round has three phases:

☢ PHASE 1 – MISSION PLANNING: The players play their Action Cards into a common Compiler Stack in the center of the table.
☢ PHASE 2 – MISSION OPERATIONS: The Action Cards played in the Compiler Stack are performed.
☢ PHASE 3 – STATUS REPORT: Each player shuffles their Action Deck and places it to the right of their Faction Card. Ruse and Recon Cards are refreshed, and the new player turn order (Initiative) is determined.

PHASE 1 – MISSION PLANNING

At the beginning of a Round, each player draws up to their Hand size. The starting Hand size is seven cards. Beginning with the First Player, each player takes their Turn, followed by the next player on the Initiative Track. When everyone has taken their Turn, move the white tracker disc to the next level. Each player will take five Turns per Round.

FIGURE 03: On their Turn, a player chooses to do ONE of the following

1. Place one Action Card face up on the Compiler Stack. See “Action Cards Explained” on page 6 for more information.
2. Exhaust their Ruse Card to place one Action Card face down on the Compiler Stack. Ruse is a once per Round ability. See “Ruse” on page 9 for more information.
3. Exhaust their Recon Card to draw three additional cards from their Action Deck, and add them to their Hand. Recon also allows a player to increase their Technology Advancement or Military Strength, if certain conditions are met. If a player is using the Recon Card this Turn, they may not place an Action Card on the Compiler Stack. Recon is a once per Round ability. See “Recon” on page 9 for more information.

EXAMPLE 01:

» EXAMPLE 01 (TURN 1): In the great cosmic lottery of space, Red has been chosen, so in Initiative order, Red goes first and places Maneuver face up on the Compiler Stack. Green plays Training face up. Blue also chooses to play Training face up, and the white tracker disc is moved.
EXAMPLE 02 (TURN 2): Red next places Terraform face up. Green places Research face up. Blue picks Maneuver, playing it face up.

EXAMPLE 03 (TURN 3): Red chooses Training next to play face up. Green, with some tough luck, doesn’t have any movement cards, so they choose to exhaust their Recon Card to draw three (picking up Aggression, Deploy, and Maneuver). Since Green is the same level on the Military Strength Track and Technology Advancement as Blue and Red, they do not go up a level. Blue places Terraform face up on the Compiler Stack.

EXAMPLE 04 (TURN 4): Now Red chooses to place Aggression face up first. Green chooses Maneuver to place face up on the Compiler Stack. Blue exhausts Ruse, and plays Blast face down.

EXAMPLE 05 (TURN 5): Red exhausts Ruse for their final turn, and places Blast face down; they have not used either of their Invasion Cards this phase. Green selects Terraform to play face up and has Aggression, Blast, Deploy, Terraform, and both Invasion Cards remaining in their Hand. In terms of strategy, both Red and Green are in good positions to Retreat, using their Invasion cards, if needed during the Mission Operations Phase, and Green can jettison up to three cards for additional movement points. Blue’s final choice is Deploy played face up on the Compiler Stack; they have Invasion and Maneuver left in their Hand.

NOTE: To read more about the abilities on each card, see “Action Cards Explained” on page 6.
**Phase 2 – Mission Operations**

The First Player takes the Compiler Stack created during the Mission Planning Phase, and turns the deck over, without changing the order of the cards. Each programmed action is performed one-by-one, starting with the top card. All Action Cards will be performed in the order they were played. After all of the Action Cards have been performed, the cards are given back to the players to whom they belong.

**Starting the Game:** During their first move, players will move out from the wormhole hex for their first movement point.

**Note:** All hexes with asteroids (see “Figure 11” on page 11) take +1 point of movement to move out of. For more information, see “Game Board” on page 10.

**Phase 3 – Status Report**

Each player shuffles all their Action Cards, and any Damage Cards they sustained in previous Rounds, back into their Action Deck. Ruse and Recon Cards are refreshed, and the new player Initiative order is determined.

The players’ Initiative order is determined using the Initiative Track. At the end of Phase 3, the starting positions are rearranged. The Initiative order is always set to be the opposite of the players’ Military Strength (the player with the lowest Military Strength will play first). Player order is determined by moving from left to right on the Military Strength Track, and then from top to bottom if there is a stack of player discs. See “Initiative Track” on page 10 for more information.

**Figure 04:** Once the Status Report Phase is finished, move the white tracker disc to the next level. At the end of Round 5, the game ends, and players add up their Victory Points to determine the winner. See “End Of The Game” on page 15 for more information.

**Action Cards Explained**

Your Action Cards are your primary tools for dominating Helios Six’s planets over the other Factions. While you do have a few other options, these cards are the foundation of your abilities learned from generations of training and preparation. As you level up in Technology Advancement and Military Strength, some cards will gain Advanced abilities.

**Symbol Glossary:**

- Colony
- Military Strength Track
- Technology Advancement Track
- Greater than
- Less than
- Greater than or equal to

**Aggression (1 Per Action Deck)**

- A player may move their spaceship; a player’s movement value is reflected on the Technology Advancement Track. Players may not move their spaceship through a hex with another player’s spaceship.
- **Advanced Aggression:** During movement, if the active player’s Military Strength is greater than or equal to 2, they may enter the hex (territory) of an enemy spaceship. The active player will broadside the spaceship, and move the enemy’s spaceship to an adjacent hex.
- **FAQ – Must the active player end their movement in the hex of an enemy spaceship in order to broadside it?** No, the active player’s strategic movement was planned, and therefore may strike to broadside an enemy spaceship at anytime during movement.

**Blast (1 Per Action Deck)**

- A player’s Blast range from their spaceship to a targeted spaceship is up to 2 hexes. Push the targeted spaceship up to 2 additional hexes. This does not count towards their movement. Ignore the +1 movement to asteroids.
- Players hit by Blast must also draw one Damage Card and add it to their Action Deck. This Damage Card will be shuffled with their Action Cards (along with any Damage Cards they have sustained in previous Rounds) during the Status Report Phase.
**ADVANCED BLAST:** If the active player’s Technology Advancement is greater than or equal to 6, they may instead choose any planet with their Colony Cube to perform Blast. A player’s colony has a Blast Range of 1, and the targeted spaceship may still be moved up to 2 hexes.

**ADVANCED SHIELDS:** Players with Technology Advancement greater than or equal to 9 have developed Shields in protection against Blast. Players with protection against Blast cannot be moved and do not take Damage Cards.

**FAQ – CAN I USE THE MANEUVER CARD ACTION TO JETTISON A DAMAGE CARD I RECEIVED THE SAME ROUND?**

No, only cards in your hand may be jettisoned from play as part of the Maneuver Card action.

**DEPLOY (1 PER ACTION DECK)**

- A player may move their spaceship; a player’s movement value is reflected on the Technology Advancement Track. Players may not move their spaceship through a hex with another player’s spaceship.

- **ADVANCED DEPLOY:** Military occupation is still a planet occupied — much like the mythical Jamestown. After movement, if the active player’s Military Strength is greater than or equal to 5, they may place a Colony Cube at their spaceship’s location, if the planet is unoccupied.

**INVASION (2 PER ACTION DECK)**

- If the Military Strength of an adjacent planet’s colony is less than the Military Strength of the active player’s colony, then they remove the adjacent planet’s Colony Cube and replace it with one from their supply. The active player must play their Invasion Card from an adjacent planet occupied by one of their Colony Cubes. Colony Cubes removed via Invasion are returned to the owner’s supply.

- Factions with a spaceship at the battleground planet (the planet with a Colony Cube that is being attacked) receive a +1 Military Strength bonus.

- During Invasion, the targeted player may play an Invasion Card from their Hand to retreat to an adjacent planet that is not colonized. This planet may have the retreating player’s spaceship located there (friendly territory) or be completely empty (unoccupied). The retreating Colony Cube is placed on the adjacent planet rather than returned to the owner’s supply.

- **ADVANCED INVASION:** If the active player’s Military Strength is greater than or equal to 6, they may attack from their spaceship. The spaceship may be on, or adjacent to the targeted enemy planet for an Invasion.

**FIGURE 05 (EXAMPLE OF AN INVASION):** In this example it is Blue’s turn. One of Blue’s Invasion Cards is up, and they have a Blue Colony Cube next to the Red Colony Cube. Looking at the Military Strength Track, we see Red is on level 5, and with their spaceship on the hex under attack, they have a +1 bonus bringing their Military Strength up to 6. Unfortunately, it is not enough to beat Blue’s 7 on the Military Strength Track. Red does have their own Invasion Card in their Hand though, so they play it to Retreat, and move their Colony Cube to the adjacent unoccupied planet, rather than losing it from the board altogether.

**MANEUVER (2 PER ACTION DECK)**

- A player may propel their spaceship across space... and hexes. A player’s movement value increases with Technology Advancement. For example, a player at level 5 on the Technology Advancement Track has up to 4 total movement points. For more information see “Technology Advancement” on page 10. There are also hexes that have restricted movement. See “Game Board” on page 10 for examples of these dangers, in the expanse of Helios Six. Players may not move their spaceship through a hex with another player’s spaceship.

- As part of the Maneuver action, a player may jettison up to 3 cards from their hand. Gain 1 advanced movement point for each card jettisoned.
cards from their Hand. These cards are removed from the game. A player may gain 1 advanced movement point for each card jettisoned this way.

Players may not enter a hex containing a spaceship using this card.

FAQ – DO I HAVE TO MOVE IF I PLAY A MANEUVER CARD?
No, you can choose to use 0 movement points.

FAQ – ARE CARDS JETTISONED FROM PLAY EVER RETURNED TO MY ACTION DECK?
No, just like spacing someone out the airlock, cards jettisoned from play via the Maneuver Card are completely removed from the game, and do not count towards end game scoring. This can sometimes work to your benefit. For example, you can jettison Damage Cards from your hand, so not to negatively impact your score.

FAQ – DO I HAVE TO SHOW MY JETTISONED CARDS?
You do not need to reveal what card types were jettisoned. This is hidden information.

To begin your glorious domination across the systems in Helios Six, place a Colony Cube at your spaceship’s location, as long as the planet is unoccupied.

ADVANCED TERRAFORM: If your Technology Advancement is greater than or equal to 5, you may place an additional Colony Cube on an adjacent unoccupied planet.

FAQ – ARE COLONY CUBES LIMITED? Space may be infinite, but your empire is not. No player may have more than 10 Colony Cubes on the Game Board.

FAQ – IF MY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 5, MAY I PLACE A COLONY CUBE ONLY ON THE ADJACENT UNOCCUPIED PLANET AND NOT ON MY OWN HEX? Heads of terraforming and biomes have given an affirmative on this venture. Yes, you do not have to satisfy the condition of placing a Colony Cube at your spaceship’s location to place a Colony Cube on an adjacent unoccupied planet (so long as you satisfy the Advanced Terraform requirements).

Increase Military Strength level by 1.

ADVANCED TRAINING: Building better weapons for tomorrow, today! If your Technology Advancement is greater than or equal to 3, then you level up the Military Strength level by 2 when using the Training Card.

Sometimes a Faction needs to use more political methods to gain advantage in their struggle to flourish. Not all talents need to be straightforward, which is why each Faction also has two Subterfuge Cards. Subterfuge Cards remain face up by the player’s Faction Card.
**RUSE**

- The Ruse Card conceals the type of Action Card played by the active player. During the Mission Planning Phase, the active player may exhaust their Ruse Card to place one Action Card face down on the pile. Ruse is a once per round ability.

**RECON**

- During the Mission Planning Phase, the active player may exhaust their Recon Card to draw three additional cards from their deck, and add them to their Hand.
- In some cases, Recon allows a player to increase their Technology Advancement or Military Strength if certain conditions are met. If an adjacent Colony or Spaceship’s Military Strength or Technology Advancement is greater than the active player’s Military Strength or Technology Advancement, the active player may immediately increase the corresponding track by one. If there are multiple options (two adjacent players of higher Military Strength and Technology Advancement), the active player may choose only one track to advance once.
- If a player is using the Recon Card this Turn, they may not place an Action Card on the Compiler Stack. Recon is a once per round ability.

**NOTE:** Subterfuge Cards are refreshed (rotated upright) during the Status Report Phase.

**DAMAGE CARDS EXPLAINED**

- A player may receive one of these cards as a result of being on the business end of a Blast Card. Collecting these cards will give a player less options on their draw, but may be discarded for extra movement points using the Maneuver Card.
- Damage Cards sustained during a Mission Operations Phase are shuffled into the Action Deck during the Status Report Phase and are not immediately part of the player’s Hand.

**TRACKERS EXPLAINED**

Tracks players Advancement in Technology, Military Strength, and Initiative.

**MILITARY STRENGTH**

If a player uses their Training Card, they will move up the Military Strength Track. During setup, players place the second of their three color discs on the Level 1 hex of the Military Strength Track. This track adds bonuses to other Action Cards and increases Hand size. It also gives bonuses to the Technology Advancement Track. If a player’s ship is on a planet while an attack is happening, they receive a +1 bonus to their Military Strength, whether on the attacking or defending side. Finally, the Military Strength Track determines Initiative for the next round at the end of the Status Report Phase.

**FIGURE 07 (EXAMPLE OF A 4-PLAYER SETUP):**

A. All players start the game at level 1 on the Military Strength Track.
B. Players must be level 8 on the Technology Advancement Track before achieving levels 8-10 on the Military Strength Track.

As you Level up on the Military Strength Track, here are the abilities you can acquire:

1. N/A
2. ADVANCED AGGRESSION: Play an Aggression Card to move to the hex of an enemy spaceship. Broadside the targeted spaceship, and move it to an adjacent hex.
3. ADVANCED RESEARCH: Increase your Technology Advancement by 2 when using the Research Card.
4. INCREASE YOUR HAND SIZE BY 1 (YOUR STARTING HAND SIZE IS 7).
5. ADVANCED DEPLOY: Play a Deploy Card and after movement, place a Colony Cube at your spaceship’s location, if the planet is unoccupied.
6. ADVANCED INVASION: Play an Invasion Card to attack from your spaceship. The spaceship may be on, or adjacent to the targeted enemy planet.
7. Must have Technology Advancement Track at level 8 to go any higher on this Track.
8. Unlocks when Technology Advancement Track is at level 8.
9. Unlocks when Technology Advancement Track is at level 8.
10. Unlocks when Technology Advancement Track is at level 8.
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
During the game, when a player uses their Research Card, they will move up the Technology Advancement Track. During setup, players place one of their three color discs on the Level 1 hex of the Technology Advancement Track. This allows a player 2 points of movement until they level up. As they increase in levels, they will also gain more movement points. The only other way to gain movement points is discarding up to 3 cards as part of the Maneuver action. See “Maneuver (2 Per Action Deck)” on page 7 for more information. At the end of the game, the Faction with the highest Technology Advancement Track receives 1 Victory Point. In the case of a tie, both (or all) receive 1 Victory Point each.

As you Level up on the Technology Advancement Track, here are the abilities you can acquire:

1. **MOVE 2**
2. **MOVE 3**
3. **ADVANCED TRAINING:** Level up the Military Strength Track by 2 when using the Training Card.
4. **MOVE 4:** Increase your Hand size by 1 (your starting Hand size is 7).
5. **ADVANCED TERRAFORM:** Play a Terraform Card and you may place an additional Colony Cube on an adjacent unoccupied planet.
6. **ADVANCED BLAST:** Play a Blast Card and you may choose any planet with your Colony Cube, instead of your spaceship, to perform Blast. A player’s colony has a Blast Range of 1.
7. **MOVE 5**
8. **WEAPONS ENGINEERING:** Unlock levels 8 and higher on the Military Strength Track.
9. **ADVANCED SHIELDS:** You are now protected against Blast. You cannot be moved and do not take Damage Cards.
10. **N/A**

INITIATIVE TRACK
During setup, one player takes the third color disc from each player, shuffles them, and places them randomly on the Initiative Track. The player who is placed first on the Initiative Track is the First Player. For all other rounds, player order is determined during the Status Report Phase, by moving from left to right on the Military Strength Track and from top to bottom in a given stack of player markers.

The Game Board represents the solar systems found in Helios Six. Players start the game with their spaceship standee placed on the wormhole hex. Note that the planet positions are mirror flipped between the Alpha and Beta sides of the Game Board.

**An Initiative Track example:**
"Initiative order, based on the Military Strength Track is Blue, Red, Green, Purple. Except for the start of the game, player order is determined during the Status Report Phase, by moving from left to right on the Military Strength Track and from top to bottom in a given stack of player markers.

**A Game Board example:**
"During setup, players place their spaceship standee on the wormhole hex located at the center of the Game Board, before moving. The first hex away from the wormhole is the first movement point."
FIGURE 11 (3-5 PLAYER GAME BOARD SETUP):
The Game Board adjusts to 3, 4, or 5 players.
A. 3 PLAYERS: Use the Alpha side if 3 players are participating.
B. 4 PLAYERS: Use the Beta side, and cover the hexes labeled 5 with the double asteroid tokens, if 4 players are participating.
C. 5 PLAYERS: Use the Beta side with all the planets, and without additional asteroid tokens, if 5 players are participating in the game.

FIGURE 12 (HEXES WITH ASTEROIDS):
A spaceship must take +1 move to move out of a hex with asteroids (for a total of 2 movement), also known as restricted movement. If the player has only 1 movement, they may move into a hex with asteroids, but cannot move out until they use another movement point.

FIGURE 13 (PLANET SECTORS):
On the Game Board, planets are grouped into sectors. Sectors are separated by white lines. Certain rules, such as the Asia Pacific Faction’s Ability, and Victory Points awarded, are based on sectors, so be mindful of them during your game.
D. Sectors for 3 player game using Alpha side.
E. Sectors for 4 player game using Beta side. (Note: asteroid tokens cover the 5th player planets).
F. Sectors for 5 player game using Beta side.

FACTION CARDS EXPLAINED
Faction Cards provide a player’s Faction with asymmetrical abilities. For your first game, it is recommended that players do not use the Faction Card abilities.

ALMERICIANS – With a history of pouring all their resources into the military, the once shining example of industry became the biggest militaristic force on Earth1, overtaking China-That-Was, and the Equatorial Emirates. As sources depleted from Earth1, the Almericans’ tactics became more vicious. Most of their spaceships and technology was taken by force from other sources, and in this new section of the universe, it looks like they are still spoiling for a fight.

COLLATERAL DAMAGE: While the active player, your spaceship adds +1 to all adjacent battleground planets.
ASIA PACIFICA – Beset with overpopulation, the countries led by Australia, Japan, and China—that Was created a rigorous approval system to determine which of their citizens were “worthy to ascend.” Having created a religion of science, these space travelers constantly focus on the evolution of their people, and technology for adaptability to any conditions their new home may have.

GENERATION: If your \( \square \) is \( \geq 5 \), you may place a second \( \square \) on a planet when using TERRAFORM or ADVANCED DEPLOY. Does not affect ADVANCED TERRAFORM. Max one planet per sector with two cubes.

FAQ - CAN I PLACE A COLONY CUBE ON A PLANET WITH ANOTHER PLAYER’S COLONY CUBE? No, you may only place cubes on unoccupied or friendly planets (one with your own cube already placed).

FAQ - IF ANOTHER PLAYER USES AN INVASION CARD, DOES IT REMOVE BOTH OF MY COLONY CUBES? No, they may remove one cube at a time, and therefore it takes 2 successful Invasions for another Faction to place a cube on a planet where Asia Pacifica has 2 cubes.

CERES – Once, long ago, a planet existed between Mars and Jupiter, or so it is told. The unforgiving universe blasted that planet to bits, creating the asteroid belt. This tale is told to all the children of the exiles who lived on terraformed Ceres, to remind them that the universe is harsh. They are the best raiders and scavengers of the SOL System, and they’re waiting for their next ambush.

SCANNERS: During the Mission Planning Phase, anytime a player exhausts their RUSE Card to play an Action Card face down, you may look at that card.

EQUATORIAL EMIRATES – With as many countries that banded together to create this conglomerate, their success was a long shot. It was the threat of inevitable death which forced them to work together to become a materially efficient Faction. Using the least resources of any Faction, the people from the former nations of northern Africa and the Middle East used technology to maximize each component as efficiently as possible.

ASSET FUSION: If either RESEARCH or TRAINING is in your Action Deck at the end of the Mission Operations Phase, you may play either as a 6th action.

EUROPE NATIONS – Proud and defiant, the countries of Europe have kept their cultural identity, languages, and loyalties individualized, while still working together aboard their mother ship. Some say not having a unified leading group is a detriment, but within their community, they see it as a Strength and ability to learn about tact and maneuverability on multiple levels.

TACTICAL PROWESS: You are immune to being broadsided.

GANYMEDE – In the shadow of the gas giant, Jupiter, the colonists of Ganymede were adept at moving through heavy pockets of gravity and magnetic pull. While traveling across the expanse to arrive at Helios Six, they were the most daring, and took the most risks along the way.

SECRET OPS: Add your RUSE Card to the Compiler Stack, when revealed during Mission Operations replace it with any card in your Hand.

LUNA – Originally, this satellite of Earth1 was intended to be a neutral territory, set up for Interplanetary Ambassadors to meet and resolve territorial disputes. The Earth’s moon was terraformed by a small group of powerful individuals in the late stages of the fall of Earth1. They move their pawns among the other Factions with deft precision.

COLONIZATION CHESS: If you exhaust RECON during the Mission Planning Phase, you may also move your spaceship. This movement must end on or adjacent to another player’s \( \square \) or spaceship.

MARS – Reminiscent of the Spartans of lore, the Mars outposts were run with rigid military precision. With Ceres’ raiding parties looking at every deployed spaceship as an opportunity, and the misinformed Earth1 factions often thinking Mars was a new place of opportunity, rather than the stark landscape it truly was, Mars was a disciplined force who fared better than most during the journey to Helios Sixes.

BATTLESTATIONS: After any movement, if your \( \square \) is \( \geq 5 \), place a colony cube at this faction’s spaceship’s location if the planet is unoccupied, or you may perform Invasion if occupied.
THE SORORITY – The moons of Jupiter were plentiful, and while terraforming them was problematic, the survivors of Callisto and Europa had many raw resources. Much like those maidens of Greek mythology, they are wary of those who would take advantage of them, by extending a false olive branch. As greedy as Midas, they have built up their defenses, to protect their riches.

BULL AND BEAR: Discard your INVASION Card to add +2 to your when defending.

EXAMPLE OF MISSION OPERATIONS

EXAMPLE 06: If you’ll remember our example during the Mission Planning Phase, see “Phase 1 – Mission Planning” on page 4, the players built their Compiler Stack. In this example, Red is playing the Sorority Faction, Green is playing the Ceres Faction, and Blue is playing the Mars Faction. During the Mission Operations Phase, Action Cards are turned over and resolved one at a time in the order they were placed during the Mission Planning Phase.

EXAMPLE 07: Red’s Maneuver Card comes up first. Since they are only level one on the Technology Advancement Track so far, they have 2 movement points. That is enough to reach a planet, and they head there. Green’s Training Card comes up, and they advance a level on the Military Strength Track, as does Blue, who chose the same card this round.

EXAMPLE 08: Red is up again, and the Terraform Card means they can place a Colony Cube at their planet! Woo! Green moves up on the Technology Advancement Track, thanks to their Research Card, and Blue is now able to travel thanks to their Maneuver Card. They are not yet level 5 on the Military Strength Track, so they have not unlocked their Faction abilities, which would allow them to move and place a cube on the same turn (like with Deploy) or move to Red’s location and replace Red’s Colony Cube with one of their own (like with Invasion). Either is a possibility later in the game.

TITANS – Coming from the outskirts of the SOL System, the former inhabitants of the largest moon of Saturn had the most raw materials, as well as experience accumulating and processing said materials. They also have the largest grudge at being overlooked at the far reaches. It’s a volatile mix.

SUPERCHARGED BALLISTICS: Use the BLAST Card to deal damage to all other ships in range OR one ship in double your range.
EXAMPLE 09: This time, it is Red that levels up on the Military Strength Track, with their Training Card. Once all three players level up here once more, they will be able to level up 2 hexes at a time on the Technology Advancement Track. Green exhausted Recon to gain 3 cards, and therefore does not have a card to play this round. Blue has Terraform, and places their Colony Cube.

EXAMPLE 10: Well it looks like Red suspected that Blue’s Faction, Mars, may be up to no good. Although their Faction’s (The Sorority) Strength is in defense, Red chooses to go on the offense this time. With the Aggression Card, Red uses their 2 movement points to reach Blue’s spaceship and broadside it, sending it 1 hex away. Red chooses to move Blue to a spot without another planet, and out of range of Red’s Colony Cube; that’s not gonna end well. Green is finally on the move with a Maneuver Card! In addition, Green is playing the Ceres Faction, which means they have the Scanner ability. When Blue put the next card face down during the Mission Planning Phase, Green exhausted their Faction Card and had a peek...they know what’s coming next. They have 3 movement points, thanks to that Technology Advancement Level 3, and get as far from the other two as possible. Blue’s turn has arrived, and it’s Blast. They are adjacent to Red, and spoiling for a fight. Red’s spaceship is in an adjacent hex, and Blast allows Blue to move the Red spaceship up to 2 hexes away, and give Red a Damage Card.

EXAMPLE 11: Red has the Blast Card next. Remember that they did not see what card Blue played during the Mission Planning Phase, since they had used the Ruse card to play it face down. Red also had used the Ruse card to play Blast face down, but now they are out of range of both Green and Blue, and are unable to do anything this round. Green has the Terraform Card and places a Colony Cube on their empty planet. Blue’s final card is Deploy. They are not yet at level 5 on the Military Strength Track, so they cannot move and place a Colony Cube at the same time, but they can move to a hex with a planet to be ready for the next round.
EXAMPLE 12 (REMEMBER): Based on the Military Strength Track, next Round Initiative will be Red, then Blue, and then Green.

END OF THE GAME

The game ends after five Rounds. Each player then adds up their number of Colonies, and subtracts the number of Damage Cards in their deck.

- Technological Supremacy is awarded to the player(s) with the greatest Technology Advancement Track value. Technological Supremacy is worth 1 Victory Point. Ties will be broken by the Faction with the highest Military Strength Track value.
- Each Colony is worth 1 Victory Point.

WINNER!: The player with the most Victory Points wins the game. In case of a tie, the winner is the player with the greatest Military Strength.
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...IS A SIMULTANEOUS SECRET-ACTION, DICE-PUZZLE, WORKER PLACEMENT GAME FOR UP TO FOUR PLAYERS. BECOME ONE OF FOUR CLANS OF ADORABLE BEAR-WARRIORS OUT TO BUILD THE BEST NEIGHBEARHOOD IN THE FOREST!
**ACTION CARDS:** The 11 cards every player has as their primary tools for dominating Helios Six's planets over the other factions. As they level up in Technology Advancement and Military Strength, some cards will gain Advanced abilities.

**ACTION DECK:** The stack of Action Cards in your Mission Control Space, which are not in your Hand or the Compiler Stack.

**ADVANCED AGGRESSION:** On Military Strength Track level 2, play an Aggression Card to move to the hex of an enemy spaceship. Broadside the targeted spaceship, and move it to an adjacent hex.

**ADVANCED BLAST:** At Technology Advancement Track level 6, play a Blast Card and you may choose any planet with your Colony Cube, instead of your spaceship, to perform Blast. A player's colony has a Blast Range of 1.

**ADVANCED DEPLOY:** At Military Strength Track level 5, play a Deploy Card and, after movement, place a Colony Cube at your spaceship's location, if the planet is unoccupied.

**ADVANCED INVASION:** At Military Strength Track level 6, play an Inversion Card to attack from your spaceship. The spaceship may be on, or adjacent to the targeted enemy planet.

**ADVANCED RESEARCH:** At Military Strength Track level 3, increase your Technology Advancement by 2 when using the Research Card.

**ADVANCED SHIELDS:** At Technology Advancement Track level 9 or higher, players will not suffer any effects when attacked by a Blast Card.

**ADVANCED TERRAFORM:** At Technology Advancement Track level 5, play a Terraform Card and you may place an additional Colony Cube on an adjacent unoccupied planet.

**ADVANCED TRAINING:** At Technology Advancement Track level 3, level up the Military Strength Track by 2 when using the Training Card.

**ASTEROIDS:** Hexes with asteroids: are a +2 movement, also known as restricted movement. If the player has only 1 movement, they may not move into a hex with asteroids.

**BATTLEGROUND PLANET:** A planet with a Colony Cube that is being attacked.

**BROADSIDE:** A player uses their ship to move into another ship’s hex, and push the targeted ship within the range listed on the Action Card. (See Advanced Aggression).

**COLONY CUBES:** Each player has 10 cubes in their color signifying a colony, which may be placed on an unoccupied planet during the course of the game.

**COMPILER STACK:** Players place cards into a central pile called the Compiler Stack during the Mission Planning Phase. These cards are played in the order they were placed during the Mission Operations Phase.

**DAMAGE CARDS:** A player may receive a Damage Card as a result of a Blast Card. Damage Cards sustained during a Mission Operations Phase are shuffled into the Action Deck during the Status Report Phase and are not immediately part of the player’s Hand. Once they are in a player’s Hand, they may be discarded for extra movement points using the Maneuver Card.

**DEPLOY:** An Action Card that uses a move, then colonize mechanic.

**DISC:** A flat cylinder used to determine player levels in Technology Advancement and Military Strength, as well as order of Initiative, Round, and Turn.

**EXHAUST:** To rotate your card 90 degrees on its side, signifying its power has been used for the duration of the Round.

**FACE DOWN:** Placing a card with its action choices hidden.

**FACE UP:** Placing a card with its action choices showing.

**FACTION CARD:** Faction Cards provide a player with asymmetrical abilities during the game.

**FIRST PLAYER:** The player on hex 1 on the Initiative Track. Round 1 First Player is determined randomly, after that, First Player is determined by the Military Strength Track.

**FRIENDLY TERRITORY:** An unoccupied planet with the active player's spaceship on the same hex.

**HAND:** At the beginning of a Round, each player draws cards from their Action Deck up to their Hand size. The starting Hand size is seven cards.

**HELIOS SIX:** EPSI6X6, multiple systems in a cluster nicknamed Helios Six, where factions from the SOL System have come to explore planets, expand their colonies, exploit new resources, and exterminate the competition.

**HEX:** The shape of each space on the board and tracker. For spaceship movement, one hex can use one movement point or two for hexes with asteroids.

**INITIATIVE TRACK:** Except for the start of the game, player order on the Initiative Track is determined during the Status Report Phase, by moving from left to right on the Military Strength Track and from top to bottom in a given stack of player markers. The first player’s disc is placed on 1, the second player’s disc is on 2, and so on.

**JETTISON:** Remove Action Cards permanently from the game you are playing.

**MILITARY STRENGTH TRACK:** When a player uses their Training Card, they move up the Military Strength Track which unlocks advanced abilities. During an attack, the player with the higher Military Strength level wins. Military Strength determines Initiative order for the following Round, and if players tie in Victory Points at the end of the game, the win goes to the player with a higher Military Strength level.

**MISSION CONTROL SPACE:** The area in front of each player that includes their Action Deck, Colony Cubes, Faction Card, Ruse Card, and Recon Card.

**MISSION OPERATIONS:** Phase 2 where the Action Cards played to the Compiler Stack are performed.

**MISSION PLANNING:** Phase 1 where players play their Action Cards into a common Compiler Stack in the center of the table.

**MOVE:** The act of your spaceship traveling across adjacent hexes on the board. The number of hexes your ship can move is determined by the Technology Advancement Track.

**PUSH:** The act of forcing an enemy spaceship to move across adjacent hexes on the board. Range of Push will be listed on the card. Pushes ignore Asteroid movement penalty.

**RANGE:** The number of hexes adjacent to your spaceship or colony. For example, your spaceship is range 0, all adjacent hexes are range 1.

**RECON CARD:** During the Mission Planning Phase, the active player may exhaust their Recon Card to draw three additional cards from their deck, and add them to their Hand. If an adjacent Colony or Spaceship’s Military Strength or Technology Advancement is greater than the active player’s Military Strength or Technology Advancement, the active player may increase the corresponding track (select one if both are available) by one.

**REFRESH:** To rotate your card 90 degrees upright, signifying its power is now able to be used again.

**RESEARCH:** An Action Card that allows the player to level up on the Technology Advancement Track.

**RESTRICTED MOVEMENT:** Hexes with asteroids: are a +2 movement, also known as restricted movement. If the player has only 1 movement, they may not move into a hex with asteroids.

**ROUND:** There are five rounds in a game. Each round has three phases: Mission Planning, Mission Operations, and Status Report.

**RUSE CARD:** During the Mission Planning Phase, the active player may exhaust their Ruse Card to place one Action Card face down on the pile. Ruse is a once per round ability.

**SECTORS:** Planets are grouped into sectors. Sectors are separated by white lines. Certain rules such as the Asia Pacific Faction’s Ability and Victory Points awarded are based on sectors.

**STATUS REPORT:** Phase 3 where each player shuffles their Action Deck and places it to the right of their Faction Card. Ruse and Recon Cards are refreshed, and the new player turn order (Initiative) is determined.

**SUBTERFUGE CARDS:** The Ruse and Recon Cards which stay in your Mission Control Space. Subterfuge Cards may be exhausted during Mission Planning, and refreshed during Status Report.